
Chapter 2
Robust Speaker Verification: A Review

Abstract This chapter provides an overview of various feature and model-based
approaches developed in past for robust speaker recognition. The advantages and
disadvantages of some standard methods applied for robust speaker verification
tasks have been highlighted. The main focus is to summarily introduce popular
state-of-the-art techniques adopted for enhancing speaker verification performance
in noisy conditions.

This chapter provides a broad overview of research methods developed for robust
speaker recognition tasks in past. The focus is to summarily introduce popular state-
of-the-art techniques adopted for enhancing speaker verification performance in
noisy conditions, especially those within the current scope of work. The chapter
mainly emphasizes in the feature extraction and statistical modeling stages of
speaker recognition. The merits and de-merits of some of these techniques are
discussed in the purview of the book. It is to be noted that many of these methods
have primarily been applied for robust speech recognition in noisy environment.
Since some of the intermediate stages of speaker verification are similar to that of
speech recognition, they may be interchangeably used for the former. The readers
are encouraged to follow the references for detailed description of the methods
discussed especially notable reviews such as [1–4] or recent research works [5].
Concise overviews of methods adopted for feature compensation, feature extraction,
model compensation and robust speaker modeling are briefly presented in different
sections of this chapter. The role of each of these stages has been discussed in the
first chapter. The final section briefly describes the motivation of carrying out the
present research work.
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2.1 Feature Compensation

Ever since parameterization of raw speech signal was first studied [6], the moti-
vation was to discover speaker-discriminative features for generalized recognition
tasks [7]. The significance of cepstral features [8], especially the mel-cepstrum
[9] for speaker recognition (SR) was established during the contemporary period.
However, there were practical limitations of the use of cepstral features due
to arbitrary modification of the cepstral distribution in the presence of channel
distortions or background noise. A series of feature compensation techniques were
proposed during the early 1990s as a refinement of the common feature extraction
process [10–12]. The motivation was to make real-life applications of SR or speech
recognition which countered channel-induced distortions and handset mismatches
over telephonic conversations [13]. The class of feature compensation methods
developed since then, may be broadly categorized into three groups i.e., filtering-
based compensation, noise model-based compensation and empirical compensation.
Apart from the conventional compensation techniques, there exists a group of
feature transformation methods which are often used in conjunction with the former.
In [14], neural network models are used as mapping functions for transforming
the emotion-specific features to emotion-independent features for developing robust
speaker recognition system.

The filtering techniques aim to denoise or suppress the effect of noise in the
extracted features. They exploit the fact that convolutive channel or environmental
distortions become additive in the log-spectral and cepstral domain. It was studied in
[15] that slow variations in the channel appear as an offset of individual co-efficients
of a cepstral vector. Cepstral Mean Subtraction (CMS) [15] suppresses the channel
effects by subtracting the mean of cepstral co-efficients extracted from short-term
frames, from the individual coefficients. The removal of the average spectrum
also suppress inter-session variabilities to certain extent [11]. Apart from simple
mean-removal as in CMS the variance of the cepstral vectors are often scaled to
unity. Relative Spectra (RASTA) [16], principally similar to CMS, was proposed
to compensate for rapidly varying channel conditions. Instead of uniform mean
subtraction over the entire cepstra, a moving average filter was employed for an
exponentially decaying mean subtraction. CMS and RASTA are commonly applied
for front-end compensation in SR tasks due to the simplicity of implementation.
A set of more sophisticated ‘kernel filtering’ methods [17] were later developed
which captured the non-linear features of speech by fitting a higher dimensional
mapping function and eventually projecting the features to a lower dimensional
manifold. However later studies had promptly revealed that these techniques are
not much effective for channel mismatches and additive background noise.

The model-based feature compensation methods assume a priori knowledge of
the noise spectrum. An estimate of the clean speech parameters is made using either
a noise model or representation of the effects of noise in speech. The primitive meth-
ods in this group include Spectral Equalization [18] and Spectral Subtraction (SS)
[19]. In SS, the clean speech spectra is estimated by subtracting the mean magnitude
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of an approximate noise spectra from that of the noisy speech spectra. These
methods relied on the stationary assumption of noise and independence of spectral
estimates across frequencies explicitly. To overcome this limitation, some of the
methods developed later were based on the minimum mean squared error (MMSE)
predictor [20] which modeled the correlation of frequency components e.g., MMSE
log spectral amplitude estimator [21]. During the early 1990s, stereo-data based
compensation techniques were first introduced [10]. Cepstral compensation vectors
were derived from a stereo database and applied to the training data to adapt
to environmental changes. The compensation could also be in the form of affine
transformations learned from stereo data [12]. Popular examples are Codeword
Dependent Cepstral Normalization (CDCN) [22] and its variants like Fast CDCN
(FCDCN) [10]. Other methods relied on a mathematical model of the environmental
mismatch due to noise. The parameters of the model were estimated and applied to
the appropriate inverse operation to compensate the test signal e.g., feature-level
Vector Taylor Series [23].

The third group of feature compensation techniques are entirely data-driven and
are stochastic in nature. They are ‘blind’ towards the nature of the corrupting
process and are based on empirical compensation methods that use direct spec-
tral comparison. Prior work shows that they often outperform the previous two
approaches for feature enhancement [24]. During the training phase, some trans-
formations are estimated by computing the frame-by-frame differences between
the vectors representing speech in the clean and noisy environments (stereo data).
The differences between clean and noisy feature vectors are modeled by training
additive bias vectors on the mean and covariance of either of the two (clean or
noisy) probability distributions. During evaluation phase, the bias vectors are used
to transform noisy test feature vectors to their clean feature equivalent based on the
MMSE predictor. Previous MMSE-based methods like CDCN [22] and FCDCN
[10], used vector quantization (VQ) codebooks to represent the distribution of
clean feature vectors. Due to their quantization-based framework, these algorithms
were unable to learn the variance of a distribution and were later replaced by the
more flexible Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)-based normalization techniques
e.g., Multivariate Gaussian-based Cepstral Normalization (RATZ) [25]. Although
the RATZ family of algorithms approximated the normalized features, the posterior
probability of clean GMM components with respect to the noisy test feature
vectors were usually distorted, causing poor MMSE estimates. To suppress these
distortions, the Stereo-based Piecewise Linear CompEnsation for Environments
(SPLICE) algorithm proposed in [26] modeled the noisy feature space using GMMs
instead. This produced significantly better result in robust speech recognition
tasks compared to its predecessors [27]. The effectiveness of SPLICE framework
has since then encouraged its extended applications e.g., speech recognition in
non-stationary noisy environments within cars using the Multi Environment Model-
based Linear Normalization (MEMLIN) algorithm [28] and word recognition using
Noise Adaptive Training [27]. The more recently proposed Stereo-based Stochastic
Mapping (SSM) [29] is principally a more accurate version of SPLICE based on
joint probability modeling of the noisy and clean feature spaces using GMMs.
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2.2 Robust Feature Extraction

The conventional features used for SR tasks can be broadly categorized as spectral,
prosodic and high-level features. In this section we briefly discuss each.

Prosody is a collective term for certain aspects manifested in long term speech
segments e.g., stress, intonation pattern, rhythm etc. The most significant amongst
these is intonation which is characterized by the fundamental frequency con-
tour (Fo). Fo contour and energy (stress) were effectively used for speaker recogni-
tion in [30]. A few other significant applications of prosodic features for SR include
combination of energy trajectory with Fo [31] and construction of SVM speaker
models using pitch, duration and pause features [32]. In [33], temporal variations
in speaker-specific prosodic parameters are proposed in addition to conventional
spectral features for improving the speaker recognition accuracy in presence of
noisy background environments. A comparative study about the significance of the
various prosodic features for SR tasks can be found in [34]. Modeling the different
levels of prosodic information (instantaneous, long-term) for speaker discrimination
is considered to be a difficult task. At the same time, it is desired that the features
are free from the effects that a speaker can voluntarily control. Due to these
complications, prosodic features haven’t been much used for robust SR tasks.

High-level features exploit speaker’s choice of words or vocabulary for recog-
nizing them. The term ‘high-level’ refers to modeling speech utterances using the
sequence of ‘tokens’ present in them. The co-occurrence pattern in the tokens,
often termed as ‘idiolect’ [35], characterizes speaker differences. The tokens that
are commonly used for speaker recognition may be in the form of phones [36],
words [35], prosodic gestures [31, 34] or even articulatory movements [37]. Signif-
icant applications of these features for SR include [36, 38], where GMMs trained
using individual sets of extracted tokens are used in parallel for classification. Due
to their nature, high-level features can often be interchangebly used for speaker and
language recognition [39]. Other approaches share similarities with the common
prosodic features [31]. A study on the joint application of prosodic and high-level
features for robust SR tasks can be found in [40]. However, high-level features
are not a very attractive group to work with, due to the computational complexity
involved in recognizing tokens.

The most common features for generalized speech related tasks as well as
speaker recognition, are the family of spectral or spectro-temporal features. These
features are extracted from short overlapping frames (10–25 ms) which are pre-
emphasized and smoothed. Based on their interpretation they can be categorized
as temporal, spectral or spectro-temporal. Popular examples of cepstral features are
the Linear Prediction Cepstral Coefficient (LPCC) [8], Perceptual Linear Prediction
(PLP) [41] coefficients and Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) [9], etc.

LPCCs are based on the principle of correlation of a sample with its adjacent
ones. An instantaneous sample is approximated in terms of its neighborhood
samples weighted with a set of predictor coefficients. The error in estimation is
often termed as LP residual. The frequency domain equivalent of this representation
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is that of an all-pole filter with the same set of LP coefficients. The coefficients
are determined by minimizing the residual energy using the Levinson Durbin
algorithm [42]. The prediction coefficients instead of being used by themselves are
transformed into a set of robust, less correlated features like LPCCs, PLP [41], Line
Spectral Frequencies (LSF) [43], formant frequencies and bandwidth etc. [42].

The MFCCs [9] are the most successful and extensively used features for speaker
recognition. MFCCs were psychoacoustically motivated in the sense that they were
found to mimic the human auditory perception. MFCCs are extracted by a non-linear
filter-bank analysis of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) magnitude spectrum
of short-term frames. The filterbank usually consist of a set of triangular band-pass
filters, which are spaced according to the ‘mel’ scale. The log-magnitude of the
filtered spectra is subjected to a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) for obtaining
the cepstral features. MFCCs have arguably shown the best results compared to
contemporary features like LPCC, PLP, LSF etc., in several prior works in SR using
clean speech [10–12, 44]. Thus they are considered to be the default features for
several speech related tasks including SR.

However the presence of background noise or channel effects inhibit the
performance of MFCCs significantly primarily due to the distortion in the feature
distribution [25]. The default use of MFCCs in most baseline SR systems necessi-
tated the development of feature compensation methods as discussed in Sect. 2.1.
However quite recently, researchers have focussed on alternative ways of modi-
fying the cepstral feature extraction process for resistance towards ambient noise.
Amongst several others, some notable features are Mean Hilbert Envelope Coef-
ficient (MHEC) [45], Power Normalized Cepstral Coefficient (PNCC) [46] and
Normalized Modulation Cepstral Coefficient (NMCC) [47]. Instead of modifying
the features for compensating the effect of noise, features can be extracted from
selective-regions of speech. Even in presence of noise also, glottal closure region
in each pitch cycle and steady vowel regions contain high signal to noise ratio,
and hence, features extracted from these regions are more robust compared to other
regions of speech. In [48–50], features extracted from above mentioned regions are
explored for robust speaker and language recognition tasks.

In MHEC extraction, the pre-emphasized speech is first decomposed into a
number of spectral subbands using a gammatone filter constrained in the telephonic
bandwidth of 300–3400 Hz. Unlike MFCC, the filters are uniformly spaced on
an equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) scale. The temporal envelope (Hilbert
envelope) of each subband is estimated by using the Hilbert transform of the
subband signal followed by low-pass filtering. The smoothed envelope is then used
for deriving the required cepstral features. In PNCC extraction, the pre-emphasized
signal is analyzed using short overlapping frames. A short-time Fourier analysis
is performed over the Hamming windowed data, followed by frequency domain
filtering using a gammatone filterbank constrained in 133 and 4,000 Hz, where the
center frequencies of the gammatone bank are spaced equally in the ERB scale.
The NMCCs are similar to PNCC except that amplitude modulation (AM) signals
are estimated from the gammatone filtered sub-band signals using a Teager non-
linear energy operator. The resulting signal is power normalized followed by DCT
transform to obtain the cepstral features.
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2.3 Model Compensation

Though feature-level compensation techniques are often applied as a front-end
denoising process due to their low computational complexity and independence
of any recognition model, they have certain limitations. In most cases, the feature
compensation techniques produce point estimates of clean speech features. Due
to this, they are unable to capture the uncertainty of observations which is
represented as the variance of the conditional distribution of noisy speech given
clean speech [51]. An alternative is to alter the statistical parameters of the
acoustic model learned during the training phase to compensate for the channel or
environmental mismatch of the evaluation phase. Since the evolution of statistical
models for speech recognition, much research has been devoted in exploring model
compensation issues in parallel [52, 53].

The earlier methods focussed on rendering the speaker models ineffective
towards channel mismatches or handset variations [54]. In most cases, the mismatch
would be caused due to unseen channel data during the evaluation phase. Unlike
speech recognition tasks where multiple channel adaptation data could be obtained
by pooling all speaker data over individual channels, SR required speaker-specific
enrollment speech over multiple channels which could be later used for verification.
This was unfavourable for practical SR applications. Alternate methods would
cluster the data from a single conversation into multiple channel types to meet
data requirements. Synthetic variance distribution [55] used an auxillary database
of stereo recordings to artificially construct a global distribution of variances.
Transformations derived from this distribution were used to modify the variance of
individual speaker models. Speaker Model Synthesis (SMS) [56] learned speaker-
independent transformations between different channels and applied it to synthesize
speaker models under unseen enrollment conditions. The transformations were
learned in the form of mean shift, weight scaling and variance scaling of GMM
model parameters trained across various channel conditions.

In contrast to model-based channel compensation schemes, model-based envi-
ronment adaptation methods developed during the contemporary period, modify
speaker model parameters to reflect the acoustic environment of the evaluation
phase. Two most popular data-driven environmental adaptation techniques initially
proposed for robust speech recognition are Maximum aPosteriori (MAP)[57] and
Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR) [58]. The successful application
of GMMs in the field of speaker recognition [59] has since then encouraged
their usage in robust speaker verification (SV) tasks [60]. Both these methods
use adaptation data to build speaker-specific models from a speaker independent
background model constructed offline. MAP is a two stage process in which
Bayesian statistics estimated using the training/adaptation data in the first stage,
are used to update the ‘a priori’ available background model parameters (mean,
covariances and weights) in the second stage. The Speaker Model Synthesis [56]
method was based on deriving individual channel dependent GMMs by MAP-
adaptation of a channel-independent background model. In another application,
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MAP was jointly used for model adaptation as well as feature transformation [61].
The advantage of MAP adaptation is its close approximation to the ideal maximum-
likelihood estimates given sufficient enrollment data. However in situations where
training data is sparse, MAP would only update a fractional number of GMM
components. The MLLR adaptation technique transform the background GMM
means and covariance matrices (optionally) by an affine transformation aiming at
maximizing the likelihood function given new adaptation data. The parameters of
the transformation are derived by iteratively using the Expectation Maximization
(EM) algorithm [62]. Unlike MAP, all the GMM components are updated with
limited amount of enrollment data. Other variants of MLLR like constrained
MLLR (CMLLR) [63] are often used for online model adaptation [64]. However
the performance improvement in MLLR-based methods saturates with increasing
adaptation data and at a certain stage they are outperformed by MAP. A comparison
of MLLR and Neural Network based environmental techniques was made in [65].

Apart from the traditional data driven methods that are dependent on adaptation
data representing acoustic conditions of the evaluation phase, another approach is
to exploit a priori information about the test environment. Popular state-of-the-art
techniques in this category are Parallel Model Combination (PMC) [66, 67] and
Vector Taylor Series (VTS) [68]. PMC relies on an available statistical noise model
of the recognition phase and clean speaker GMMs trained during enrollment. The
aim is to obtain noise-corrupted model for pattern matching, by combining the clean
speech and noise models. This is done in two stages. Firstly, clean speaker models
(GMMs/HMMs) and a simplified noise model (GMM) are built independently from
clean training data and a noise signal, respectively. Secondly, the effect of additive
noise on clean speech in the cepstral domain is analysed by using a function of noise
corruption. This function is then extended to the parametric space to estimate the
corrupted model parameters (mean and variances) from the clean and noise model
parameters, respectively. Prior work shows that PMC model parameter estimation
gets increasingly complex for dynamic and acceleration coefficients of MFCC.
A recent state-of-the-art technique [69] addresses this problem by exploiting the
relation between static and dynamic coefficients. The VTS method [70] uses a
similar mathematical structure to represent the noise corruption process. However,
unlike PMC the noise and channel statistics are obtained via an approximate taylor
series expansion of the function around the mean of GMM components. This
method is relatively much simpler compared to PMC and the tradeoff in terms of
accuracy is not significant.

Though the model-compensation techniques perform better than their feature-
level counterparts, they are computationally intensive and often require substantial
amount of training data. Apart from the two broad types of compensation techniques
discussed in Sects. 2.1 and 2.3, there exists hybrid approaches which can be termed
as a combination of the two methods. Examples include Stochastic Matching [71]
and Joint Uncertainty Decoding [72]. These methods account for the imperfections
in feature enhancement process by approximating the marginal distribution of noisy
features. In realistic situations, it may also turn out that the verification environment
is entirely unknown [73]. In such scenarios, one might not expect availability of
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adaptation data or stereo training data. Quite recently, researchers have addressed
this issue [74] by combining ‘missing feature theory’ based techniques [75] to
subdue noise variation outside training conditions. The ‘posterior union model’
in [74], require detection and exclusion of the heavily mismatched subbands of the
speech spectra. However, the improvement in performance accuracy of all these
methods is usually associated with increased computational load and dependency
on numerical approximations.

2.4 Robust Speaker Modeling

Speaker modeling techniques have been extensively explored in the past few
decades of SR research. The scope of applying diverse pattern recognition tech-
niques for classification and clustering of features makes this field an exciting
area to work with. The broad classes of modeling techniques that are used in
practice can be broadly categorized as generative models (GMM, VQ, Joint Factor
Analysis (JFA)) or discriminative models (Neural Networks (NN) and Support
Vector Machines (SVMs)). A family of hybrid modeling techniques also exist which
are a combination of both e.g., GMM-SVM, SVM-JFA, etc. In this subsection we
shall briefly discuss each.

Vector Quantization, introduced in the late 1980s [76] is one the most primitive
form of SR model. Based on the principle of K-means [62], the set of feature
vectors extracted from a speaker’s training utterance are grouped into a number of
non-overlapping clusters. Individual speaker models are represented by the stack of
cluster centroids often termed as codebook. Classification of a test utterance is based
on minimization of a distortion measure commonly given by the average Euclidean
distance of a vector from each codebook. Despite its crude form of clustering, VQ
is often used for computational speedup required for real-time SR applications [77].

The Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) introduced in the mid-1990s [59] is
widely considered to be a benchmark for modern text-independent Speaker Recog-
nition. In contrast to VQ, a number of overlapping multivariate Gaussian functions
are used to cluster the feature space. The GMMs are able to characterize general
properties like multi-modal feature distribution, speaker-dependent spectral shapes
etc. Unlike VQ, GMMs are able to capture the variance of feature distribution.
In contrast to the naive K-means, GMM training is based on a more rigorous
approach of maximizing the likelihood of a given speaker’s data. The parameters
are estimated iteratively using the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm
[62]. Classification of test utterances are done on the basis of log likelihood
scores obtained from the sequence of test vectors. Though speaker-specific GMMs
performed reasonably well for SR given clean speech, a good amount of data
was required for parameter estimation. Besides, a more generalized approach was
required for unifying model-compensation techniques with the GMM framework.
A novel GMM-based approach was proposed in [60], where a single speaker-
independent GMM (Universal Background Model (UBM)) trained using multiple
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speaker data across various channels and sessions, was used as a common impostor
model for speaker verification. HMM-based speaker models were derived using
MAP and MLLR adaptation of the UBM using the speaker’s training data. Besides
reducing data requirements, these techniques provided scope for model adaptation
as discussed in Sect. 2.3. Comparative studies of alternate adaptation techniques
were made in [78]. Efforts were also made to approximate the common MAP adap-
tation process in terms of a VQ model [79]. However in the context of environmental
robustness, GMMs often provide limited performance improvement despite model-
adaptation. This problem received a new direction with the introduction of Joint
Factor Analysis and its variants [80].

Prior to the introduction of GMMs, role of Neural Networks (NN) for text-
independent SR was first studied in [81]. An advantage of NNs is its ability to
perform feature transformation and speaker modeling simultaneously [82]. In a later
study, Auto Associative Neural Networks (AANNs) were introduced for speaker
modeling [83]. Since GMMs relied on first and second order statistics, it was
hypothesized in [83] that they fail to capture feature distribution based on higher
order statistics. AANNs were found to be effective for SR tasks where distribution
of data is highly non-linear [83]. However, NNs have not been used much in practice
primarily due to the heavy computational costs involved in training them. Besides,
prior determination of the appropriate structure for NNs (number of neurons in each
layer) is a non-trivial task.

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have emerged as a powerful discriminative
classifier in the field of robust SR in the last decade [32, 36, 84]. A SVM is a binary
classifier which distinguishes between two classes (true speaker and impostor) by
learning a decision hyperplane which separates them in some higher dimensional
feature space [62]. SVMs have been initially used to model individual speakers
using high-level [36] and prosodic features [32]. However the real significance of
SVMs in robust SV tasks was found in its effective combination with the traditional
GMM classifier [85]. A novel method of representing variable length training
utterances using fixed-length vectors was discovered contemporarily. The mean
vectors of MAP-adapted speaker GMMs were stacked together to produce a high
dimensional vector commonly termed as a ‘supervector’. The labelled supervectors
were used as input the SVMs. This led to the scope of exploring various ‘sequence
kernels’ or non-linear mappings for transforming features to high dimensional
spaces [85–87]. Several normalization techniques for minimizing inter-session and
intra-speaker variabilities in the supervector space have been introduced since
then. Common examples are Nuisance Attribute Projection (NAP) [88], Within
Class Covariance Normalization (WCCN) [89] and Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA) [62]. The GMM-SVM approach is often considered as a effective alternative
of the GMM-UBM method.

Supervector-based speaker recognition opened an interesting new direction
for compensating channel and session variabilities. It was thought that channel
variations in recorded training utterances might lead to the problem of mismatch
in the supervector space. A feasible alternative was to explicitly model the channel
variability by representing the supervector space as a combination of statistically
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independent channel and speaker subspaces. This approach was named Joint Factor
Analysis (JFA) [80] where the term ‘factor’ denotes the low-dimensional projection
of the speaker or channel supervectors in their corresponding spaces. JFA as a
new research trend has been extensively studied for robust SR tasks since the late
2000s [80, 90]. However it was later argued in [91], that instead of two distinct
subspaces a single ‘total variability’ space could in fact be useful for simultaneously
representing both speaker and channel variabilities. A low-dimensional projection
of the supervectors in the total variability space, commonly known as ‘i-vectors’
has since then been considered as the modern state-of-the-art in robust speaker
verification. Various studies have since then been conducted to combine JFA
and SVM based methods with appropriate normalization techniques [92]. Quite
recently, i-vector based studies have conducted for robust speaker recognition
tasks where authors have proposed alternative methods of projecting the i-vectors
into a subspace for improved speaker discrimination and suppression of channel-
effects [93].

2.5 Motivation for the Present Work

Robust speaker recognition in noisy environments till date remains an open issue
despite the diverse array of methods developed to address it in past. The ever
increasing usage of hand-held devices in the modern era has driven new demand
for robust speaker recognition applications. Despite being well explored in past,
new methods keep unfolding in this field which are either suggested improvements
or alternatives of the existing ones. This makes robust SR a very challenging and
yet an interesting area to work in.

Despite the availability of robust features as discussed in Sect. 2.2, feature
compensation techniques play a crucial role for SV applications that demand noise-
robustness without compromising on speaker-discriminative power [94]. An inter-
esting fact to notice about the state-of-the art data-driven feature compensation
methods discussed in Sect. 2.1, is that their application has mostly been restricted
to robust speech recognition tasks but rarely studied for robust SV tasks. The brief
discussion about model compensation techniques in Sect. 2.3 reveal some of their
vulnerabilities. They either rely explicitly on an available clean speaker model
(e.g., PMC [66], VTS [70]) or a priori knowledge about the noisy environment
(e.g., noise model for PMC, adaptation data for MAP [57], MLLR [58]). These
drawbacks suggest the use of robust speaker modeling methods as an alternative
for practical scenarios (e.g., unknown noisy environment, unavailable clean speaker
models). In a similar context it can be argued that the state-of-the-art robust speaker
modeling methods (e.g., GMM supervectors [85], i-vectors [95] etc.) have mostly
been applied to counter channel/handset mismatches but not additive background
noise specifically.

Summarily, the above two points motivates us to propose new studies in
which we explore the application of feature enhancement techniques for speaker
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verification in additive background noise. Studies are also conducted to demonstrate
the effectiveness of supervector-based approaches and its state-of-the-art variants
(e.g., i-vectors) for robust speaker verification in noisy environments.
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